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VIAC Expedition Toward
Autonomous Mobility
By Massimo Bertozzi, Alberto Broggi, Elena Cardarelli, Rean Isabella Fedriga,
Luca Mazzei, and Pier Paolo Porta

All journeys have secret destinations of which the traveler is
unaware.
—Martin Buber

I

n July 2008, Prof. Alberto Broggi,
head of VisLab, the Artificial Vision and Intelligent Systems Laboratory, University of Parma, Italy,
won a five-year Advanced Investigators’ Grant from the European Research
Council for his laboratory project
proposal “Open Intelligent Systems
for Future Autonomous Vehicles.”
The project’s main goal was to
design a perception layer to be implemented in vehicles so that each sensor
provides information to a world perception server while also being able to
read information from it. This way, the
information from all sensors is fused
together from low and high levels. The
advantages of having this layer is that,
as more sensors are plugged into the
car, the set of information that may be
obtained is richer and final synthetic
description of the world is more robust.
These are the ideas from which
VisLab started to develop. Many tests
were performed, all of them giving
satisfactory results. However, the key
question that anybody working in the
field of autonomous vehicles is asked
still remains: “OK, it works during the
demos, but what about everyday road
and traffic conditions?”
The project was outlined, the funding was available, and the enthusiasm
was at its peak, but how could they
carry out a truly effective test on real
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13,000 km, Three-Month Trip,
Nobody Driving
By December 2008, the project was
defined. During the summer of 2009,
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Figure 1. The vehicle as it looked
(a) originally and (b) after equipment
installation.
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routes with real traffic conditions under
different scenarios, weather, and light?
In 2010, the World Exposition was
scheduled to be held in Shanghai,
China, around 10,000 km from Parma.
A flash of inspiration struck the team.
Since the Italian Marco Polo, back in
1269, was the first explorer to record
his trips from Italy to China along the
Silk Routes, why not try to retrace part
of his route with a new expedition? The
VisLab Intercontinental Autonomous
Challenge (VIAC; en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
VIAC) was about to begin.
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Overland Network agreed to become
VisLab’s logistics partner and organized
the route from Parma to Shanghai.
Between December 2009 and March
2010, the vehicles were delivered by
Piaggio to VisLab’s facilities [Figure
1(a)] and equipped with cameras, sensors, actuators, computers, and additional devices [Figure 1(b)]. From
then on, vehicles and perception systems
were tested night and day, seven days a
week, until departure [Figure 2(a)]. The
departure day finally arrived and on
20 July 2010, the VIAC expedition
made its official debut in Milan’s central
Piazza Duomo. Some city officials were
present along with many people curious
about the odd-looking orange vans. The
vehicles and crew were ready to start their
long journey to Shanghai [Figure 2(b)].
Vehicles and Crew
Different vehicles had been considered as candidates for the challenge,
but thanks to a cooperative arrangement with Piaggio S.p.a., four Piaggio
Porter Electric Power vans were finally
selected for VIAC.
The employment of nonpolluting
transportation is increasing rapidly, especially within busy downtowns in cities.
Many institutions are actively developing
autonomous vehicles or applications targeted at specific goals, such as monitoring
pollution [1] and urban transport challenges [2]. VIAC would become the first
extensive test of such technologies. The
feasibility of the plan was supported by
previous experiences, such as Venturi
challenges [3] and zero race [4], while the
ease of x-by-wire development seemed to
compensate the extra burden of frequent
stops for recharging traction batteries.
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Figure 2. (a) Working on the vehicles at VisLab’s facilities at the Parma University Campus and (b) VisLab team and vehicles ready to go.

Overland Network handled the
logistics organization (an important
issue since vehicles and people needed
to travel through several countries, most
of which require documents and visas
to cross their borders) and provided all
the support vehicles. Altogether, the
expedition’s convoy included four electric vehicles (two traveling and two
transported while recharging their traction batteries), two trucks as spare parts
storage and mechanic shops, a car transporter with the electric power generator
on board, and four motor homes for
team accommodations when crossing
sparsely populated regions such as the
Siberian steppe and desert lands of
Kazakhstan (Figure 3).
Both crews (VisLab and Overland
Network) were organized in shifts:
VisLab had four experienced members and two students who drove the
motor homes during each shift, whereas the Overland Network had an
average of eight people between truck
and motor home drivers. A couple of
translators, a photographer, and a
filmmaker were also involved in the
expedition.

Autonomous Vehicle
Driving Patterns
The team chose a leader–follower
approach (also known as virtual towing) to face the different conditions
of road, weather, infrastructures,
temperature, traffic, and unpredictable behaviors of other road participants the vehicles would encounter
during the trip.
Simultaneously, two autonomous
vehicles were driven together but
with different behaviors: the first one
tracing the route for the second to
follow it driverless. Once the traction
batteries went flat, both vehicles were
swapped with the two charged ones,
enabling them to perform two to four
autonomous runs (about 240 km)
every day.
Most of the route was unknown
since for large segments no maps were
available. As such, it would have been
impossible to ask the vehicles to determine the route. Therefore, the convoy
was led by a vehicle in which the operators took control every time a decision on the road was to be taken. This
was the leader vehicle; it was manned

all the time and ran autonomously in
places where no decision had to be
made (e.g., on highways). The leader
also broadcasted its GPS coordinates
via radio. The second vehicle, i.e., the
follower, received the leader’s GPS
position; this vehicle followed the
leader’s route defined by very rough
GPS waypoints [differential GPS
(DGPS) was not available in many
areas] and refined its trajectory via
local sensing.
Since the vehicles were equipped
with the same sensor suite and an
identical control software package
during the trip, they could be tested
in all possible configurations (swapping couples and different couple’s
leader with follower) to collect a
complete set of data. (All technical
details about VIAC will be provided
in a future issue.)
From Europe to Cathay
VIAC was carried out across several
countries with great technology and a
large amount of human effort. The
trip took more than three months,
and the convoy traveled a total
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distance of more than 13,000 km
(Figure 4). On the trek from Italy to
China through Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Hungary, Ukraine, Russia, and
Kazakhstan, vehicles and crew encountered lots of peculiar experiences and, of course, a few troubles.
When the expedition reached Rostov, one of the vehicles started to have
some problems with its traction batteries [Figure 5(d)] that became more
and more serious as they approached
Moscow. The crew finally found a
machine shop with an overhead traveling crane to lift the vehicle and
change its entire set of traction batteries [Figure 5(e)].
A few days later, just outside Moscow, a couple of Russian guys [Figure
5(f)] met the expedition and asked
for an autonomous lift to Shanghai,
becoming the first hitchhikers ever
traveling on an autonomous vehicle.
They had also prepared a banner with
VisLab’s logo and greetings written in
Italian [Figure 5(g)]. The crew found
this expedition to be a really gratifying
encounter.
To display VisLab technologies,
press conferences and live demos
were organized in major cities along
the route. People of all ages and professions came to watch and ask the

Figure 4. Route covered by VIAC: more
than 13,000 km from Italy to China. More
details can be found on the VIAC Web
site: www.viac.vislab.it.

VisLab researchers questions. The
interest and participation of the
people they met during the demos
[Figure 6(b)–(h)] along the route
gave the entire team great satisfaction and encouragement throughout the whole trip.
While preparing a demo in Ufa,
another odd episode happened. While
testing the driverless vehicles in a
pedestrian area, a local policeman,
apparently unaware of the VisLab
researchers’ presence, saw the vehicles moving around and immediately approached only to realize that

no one appeared to be behind the
steering wheels. The officer was not
amused.
Some of the researchers went to
meet him but found that he was not
inclined to be cooperative. Instead,
he wanted to issue a ticket to somebody for driving in a restricted area.
However, when he eventually understood what was going on, things were
settled [Figure 6(c)]. The autonomous vehicle had dodged its first
traffic ticket.
One of the most interesting sections of the route was the journey
from Almaty, Kazakhstan’s former
capital (now Astana), to Yining, China.
Despite the long offroad track with
major road construction that presented substantial challenges to the
vehicles and crew, the magnificence of
the Tien Shan chain (Celestial Mountains) lying beside the Taklamakan
Desert in the border region of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and the Xinjiang
Uyghur Autonomous Region of western China was unforgettable [Figure 7(b)
and (c)].
Also of interest were the visits to
the Chinese government office that
issues driving licenses and registers
vehicles. The Chinese Road Code
forbids vehicles without a Chinese
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Figure 5. (a) Entering Belgrade, (b) heading toward Budapest, (c) driving by Rostov’s War Memorial, (d) if something goes wrong,
(e) changing batteries at the machine shop in Moscow, (f) two hitchhiker’s meeting outside Moscow asking for a driverless lift to
Shanghai, (g) their banner for VisLab: “Saluti, futuro!” is the Italian word for “Hello, future!,” and (h) in front of Lenin’s statue at
Niznij Novgorod.
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Figure 6. (a) The convoy driving to Samara, (b) Paolo and Luca showing a Russian lady the autonomous vehicle technology,
(c) dealing with a police officer in Ufa: almost got the first ticket in history for an autonomous vehicle, (d) entering Omsk and
(e) then Novokuzneck, and (f) traveling through Russia, (g) encountering some perplexed gazes, and (h) lots of curiosity.
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Figure 7. (a) Some unhurried travelers meet while approaching Almaty (Kazakhstan), (b) the last border: heading to China on a long
offroad track, (c) the convoy driving in front of the Tien Shan Mountains, (d) the vehicles attracting the curiosity of a Mongolian
cowboy, (e) 2011 Chinese road tax stamp, (f) driving through the western part of China toward Yining, (g) Chinese toll gate, and
(h) traveling driverless on a Chinese road.
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Figure 8. Last highway toll gate: (a) getting to Shanghai, (b) on Shanghai’s Nanpu Bridge, (c) one of the autonomous vehicles
parading driverless at the Expo, and (d) VisLab’s last shift’s crew celebrating in front of one of the vehicles exhibited at the European
Pavilion.
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Back to Italy
A few days after the Expo’s close, the
four orange vans were loaded on the
convoy support trucks and transported by Overland Network staff
back to Parma where they arrived on
26 November 2010 [Figure 9(b)],
VIAC’s great experience had really
ended.

number plate and drivers without a
Chinese driving license to drive into
the country. Each vehicle and crew
had to spend more than a day and a
half in Yining to obtain the documents required [Figure 7(e)].
. . . and Then, Shanghai
It took 20 people, about 18 months of
work, more than 13,000 km, and three
months strenuous travel, but there
they were: the VisLab Intercontinental Autonomous Challenge had finally
reached its goal. The convoy arrived
in Shanghai on 26 October 2010 [Figure 8(a) and (b)].
Two days later, all the vehicles
were decorated with European Community flags and covered by Expo’s
staff with orange information panels
in both English and Chinese. Two of
the vans paraded down the Expo’s
central avenue [Figure 8(c)] and
another one was displayed outside
the European Pavilion [Figure 8(d)].
Before journalists and European
Community authorities, VisLab’s
Director Prof. Broggi gave a

(a)
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Call for Associate Editor Nominations
IEEE Robotics and Automation Magazine is soliciting nominations for two new associate editors, to begin
in January 2012. The associate editors play an important role in ensuring the quality of the magazine by:
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ensuring the quality of published papers by implementing reviews of technical features according
to IEEE guidelines
soliciting interesting and topical articles for publication in the magazine
guiding the overall direction of the publication and providing feedback from the readership
through email conversations, teleconferences, and twice-yearly in-person meetings held in
conjunction with ICRA and IROS,

Associate editor terms normally consist of a one year probation period, followed by two years of additional
service if performance is satisfactory. Applicants should have a strong technical background and
excellent English language skills.
Nominations should include a resume (not to exceed three pages), previous experience with publications
as a reviewer or in other capacities, the name of a referee, and areas of technical expertise. Please
submit nominations as a single pdf file to Rosalyn Snyder, rgsnyder@ieee.org by 20 September 2011.
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